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French Riviera Discover Nice with segway – wine tasting

€ 65,00
Hotel 3* half board

extras:

✓ Wine tasting with lunch :26€
✓ Seway rental 1 hour: 31€

Breakfast at the hotel. Start the visit in the old town of Nice, where the picturesque flower
market takes place every day. In the evening, it becomes a lively meeting place for young
people. Lose yourself in the narrow streets of the old town and let yourself be carried away by
the scents of the socca, the spices, the picholine olives... mixed with the sweetness of the
lavender and the Provencal herbs. Join the waterfall on the hill of the castle and admire the
impressive view of the Bay of Angels and the old port where the Corsican liners dock. Lunch in
a wine cellar with tasting of 3 wines and appetizers from Nice. If you wish it is possible to book
one hour segway ride along the Promenade des Anglais, the mythical palm lined avenue that
runs along the Mediterranean to the port of Nice. Take pictures on the majestic Place Masséna
under the gaze of the 7 statues of Joan Plaime reflected in its water mirror. Then head to
Cimiez, the Roman quarter where you will discover the arena, the monastery. In the Russian
district “named Tzarewitch”, visit the sumptuous Russian church that houses the tomb of Tsar
Nicholas II, testimony to the prestigious past of the Russians in our beautiful region. If you still
have some energy left before returning to your hotel, walk along the "moyenne corniche"
which will take you to the village of Eze, a medieval village perched like an eagle's nest on top
of a magnificent and imposing cliff. Immortalize the sunset that has inspired many artists. Hotel
3* dinner &overnight

French Riviera Antibes & cruise to the island of lerins Cannes

€ 65,00
Hotel 3* half board

extras: 
✓ Cruise Lerins:13€
✓ Lunch in  cannes :20€   

Breakfast at the hotel. Drive along the road along the sea to Antibes. Before crossing the
great gate of the ramparts that surround the old town, you will be fascinated by the Vauban
port that houses yachts and sumptuous sailing boats. Stroll through the stalls of the
Provencal market, admire the colourful facades, the fountains, the old washing places and
the craft shops. Within the walls is the Grimaldi Palace which now houses the Picasso
Museum.
In Cannes, walk down the Croisette, the avenue of stars, to Le Suquet, old Cannes. Photo on
the red carpet, today you are the star! Possible lunch in a restaurant. Facultative mini-cruise
to the Lérins Islands where the famous iron mask was imprisoned. The fort is nestled in
nature, the atmosphere that emanates from this place is unique and relaxing. It is also a
beautiful page of history and mystery. The view from the fort is splendid.Diving is permited.
Hotel 3*dinner&overnight

French Riviera Grasse capital of perfums– Gourdon &St Paul de Vence

€ 65,00
3* half board

Includes
Perfumes museum & fabrik

extras:
✓ Lunch in gourdon :32€

Breakfast at the hotel. Day dedicated to the villages . Our visit starts in Grasse, world capital of

perfume and floral culture. Welcome to the cathedral of perfumes “Galimard”fabrik is the

factory to see , an hostess will explain all the things you want to know about perfumes. There

you may want to create your own perfume with the help o the help of the “Nose" the expert

perfumer. Take a few minutes to admire the cathedral of Grasse which houses works of art by

Brea and Rubens.

Drive along the winding road of Gourdon, classified as one of the most beautiful villages in

France, situated on a rocky spur surrounded by fields of flowers with an exceptional view from

Menton to Saint Tropez. Optional lunch in auberge in gourdon. Cross the Gorges du Loup to

reach the magnificent St. Paul de Vence. Taste the sweets and other delicacies of the Florian

confectionery. In Saint-Paul de Vence, every stone tells a story: the arrival of Francis I, the

inspections of Vauban, the fate of great families like the Alziaries and the Bernardis who left

their mark on the village. The facades, the walls, the houses and the towers tell anyone who

looks at them the rich past of the village. Before leaving the village, enjoy a fresh pastis at the

"Place de la Pétanque". Hotel 3*dinner&overnight

French Riviera SWIM IN THE RIVER ESTERON PONT DE LA CERISE –

€ 65,00
3*half board

extras:
✓ Lunch basket:13€

breakfast at the hotel. This walk to Pont de la cerise is ideal for a small picnic, in a natural
setting, on the banks of the clear waters of the Esterón. The path, without difficulty, is more a
walk than a hike. It will allow you to take your children to discover the natural pools, a
spectacle formed by the river during many years. However, do not carry too much in your bags.
In fact, access is easy, but the climb is less obvious and may seem long to some. Picnic can be
ordered at the hotel
This charming place invites you to the pleasures of a refreshing swim in the turquoise waters
of the Esterón. After the picnic, water games and siesta, you will leave awithe feeling , having
spent a good day in the company of Mother Nature! Hotel 3* dinner&overnight

French Riviera Monaco –Montecarlo & Menton

€65,00
3* half board

extras:
oceanografic museum 16€

Lunch in Monaco 22€ 
Cocteau’s museum 3,50

Breakfast at the hotel. Day dedicated to visit Monaco, starting with the Rock where the old

town is located with the Grimaldi Palace, current residence of Prince Albert, the Cathedral

where the princely family and Grace Kelly rest. You may want to explore the oceanographic

museum, Mediterranean natural reserve and walk to the magnificent gardens of Saint Martin.

Lunch is possible in the restaurant. Before arriving at the mythical Casino Square, follow the

tracks of the Monaco Formula 1 Grand Prix. For car lovers, a visit to the Prince's car collection

is recommended. End the tour in the legendary place du Casino and why not having a drink or

a nice expresso at the Café de Paris.

In Menton, visit the old town, the sunny walk on the beach and the numerous gardens of the



French Riviera Saint Martin de Vésubie-Les loups du parc national Alpha-
Vesubia Mountain Park 

€ 62,00
3* hotel half board

extras
✓ Wolf park 14€
✓ Lunch restaurant 22€
✓ Access to Vesubian Park 6€

Breakfast at the hotel. Saint-Martin-Vésubie is the main gateway to the famous Mercantour
National Park. It offers a mountain corner to all nature lovers. It is also called the Swiss Niçoise
because of the quality of its surroundings. Even if you do not book an activity it is a place to go
to enjoy mountains ,the lake, the forest. Discover the wolf park and the wolf guards .Observe
them (the areas are surrounded by vegetation to tend to the conservation of a natural
environment). For small hungers snacks available at the park or possible lunch booked in
advance. Another attraction in Saint Martin de Vésubie:Vesubian park, a mountain sports
temple with a 250-meter swimming pool, a solarium and all the imaginable possibilities to play
sports in a playful way: canyoning-canoeing- mountaineering-hiking-fishing-tennis and even
digital photography. With a supplement of € 6 have access to the park and swimming pools;
for others offers in loco. Before leaving Saint Martin de Vésubie, don't miss the gastronomic
market that displays its local products and the creations of local artisans. Hotel 3 * dinner &
overnight

French Riviera Catamaran &Sunbath in  Saint Raphael

€65,00
Hotel 3* half board

extras
✓ Catamarán ½ día :55
✓ Basket lunch :13

Breakfast at the hotel. Departure towards San Rafael walking along the Corniche de l'Estérel, a
massif of red rocks overhanging the sea, a place very appreciated by hikers. Photographic stop
of the panorama (protected paths for the most sporty).
Possible excursion by catamaran for half a day with a supplement. Among the many nearby
beaches, we recommend also San Aygulf which is ideally located. Picnic and relaxation. Hotel
3* Cannes (or Saint Raphael). Hotel 3*dinner&overnight

Green Provence Barjols – Varanges – Quinson 

€65,00
3* half board

extras
✓ Lunch basket 13€
✓ Or lunch in restaurant  25€
✓ Renatl electrical boat 23,50€

Breakfast at the hotel. In the morning discovery of Barjols, its 33 fountains and 12 washing
places and the history of the tanneries. Visit to the pottery workshops. In Ponteves you can
visit an oil mill. Book a basket lunch to enjoy in the vallon des Carmes, a natural spot
accessible from the upper part of the village, with waterfalls .
At the borders of Provence Verte, half an hour from Barjols, take an electric boat in the clear
waters of Lake Quinson in the lower gorges of the Verdon. Nice place to swim. Hotel 3*
Brignoles (or 2* hotel spa in the Gorges du Verdon). Dinner and night
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French Riviera Saint tropez &Port Grimaud 

€ 65,00
3*hotel half board

extras
✓ Transfer by boat a/r port

Grimaud :16€
✓ Lunch Port Grimaud:27€  

Breakfast at the hotel. The Gulf of Saint-Tropez is one of the most beautiful in Europe, and we
are not exaggerating. It is not for nothing that travellers from all over the world, rich or not,
come to visit Saint-Tropez!
You will find a small Provencal village, with traditional architecture preserved in the colours
of Provence with its typical Squaredes Lices, the Annunciation Chapel in Italian baroque style,
its shady terraces, its characteristic Mediterranean port. Contrary to what one might think,
its many tourist attractions are not necessarily reserved for the best-stocked bank accounts.
A walk to the citadel is worthwhile to enjoy a breathtaking view of the Gulf of Saint Tropez.
Transfer to Port Grimaud is possible by boat to the lake town of Port Grimaud where you can
have lunch. Hotel 3*dinner&overnight

French Riviera Cité médiévale d’Entrevaux et le petit des train des Pignes 
(départ de Nice) 

€ 85,00
3* hotel half board

Including the train of provence
And the citadel

extras:
✓ Picnic 13€

Breakfast at the hotel. The charm of this small train journey in the Alps of Provence from Nice
will allow you to fully enjoy the landscape: an uninterrupted parade of rivers, mountains and
gorges. In Entrevaux you will discover an authentic medieval village with its citadel, its
drawbridge over the river, its ramparts. Visit the mill . Picnic possible. Hotel
3*dinner&overnight

Green Provence Grand baou & Cotignac 

€ 65,00
3* half board

extras
✓ Lunch in restaurant:25€
✓ basket lunch :13€
✓ Troglodits caves:5€

Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to the Grand Baou le Val, waterfall in an exceptional natural
environment (protected natural site, Natura 2000). Freshness, charm and baths. Then, you will
discover the magnificent village of Cotignac and its majestic tufa rock which has become its
symbol. Visit the caves and the troglodyte dwellings. Picnic or Lunch on a shady terrace with a
magnificent view from the top of the rock near the Saracen towers. Visit the sanctuary of
Notre Dame de Grace where singles and families make their pilgrimage. Walk through the
flowery streets of the village lined with terraces. Dinner and night in the hotel 3* Brignoles(or
on the Côte d'Azur Saint Raphaël)



Provenza
Marseille/Toulon

Calanques of Cassis – Sanary sur mer 

€ 62,00
3* half board

extras
✓ Cruise of Calanques 16,00
✓ Lunch in Cassis 25,50€
✓ Visit museum Dumas 3,50€

Breakfast at the hotel. Discovery of the village of Cassis, its picturesque port and the
impressive landscapes of its coves; You will embark on a 45 minute mini-cruise to discover the
3 coves Port Miou - Port Pin - En Vau. A delight... a guaranteed spectacle!
Lunch possible at the port of Cassis.
Driving along the promenade to Sanary, you will cross Bandol and its numerous wine estates,
famous for their excellent rosé wine. Stop at the fine sand beach of Renecros in Bandol,
nestled in a cove protected from the prevailing winds.
Sanary sur mer is a beautiful and picturesque fishing port, and holds an exceptional place in
the history of diving, inseparable from the adventure of the "musketeers" Jacques Cousteau
and his two companions. For the passionate, but also for the curious, a visit to the Frederic
Dumas diving museum is recommended, which hides invaluable treasures from the historical
past of diving. Hotel Toulon 3* or Marseille dinner

Provenza
Marseille/Toulon

Hyères 7000 palm trees village – Porquerolles Island

€ 65,00
3* half board

extras
✓ Transfers by boat to

Porquerolles:19,50 €
✓ Lunch basket :13€

Breakfast at the hotel. Pass the Massillon gate to enter the medieval old town of
Hyères. Discover the historical centre through its cobbled streets to the remains of the
ramparts and the medieval castle. Excursion included to reach the magnificent island of
Porquerolles by boat. Porquerolles is known for its beaches of fine sand, turquoise and
transparent waters. It is a real paradise just a few minutes away from the Giens peninsula.
These idyllic beaches are located on the north coast of the island, on both sides of the village.
Accessible on foot or by bike, it is a must for your day on the island. You will discover the fort
and visit the garden of the conservatory of plants and endangered species of fruit trees. In the
south of the island you will find many small streams to enjoy your picnic. Come back at the
end of the afternoon with the boat. Dinner and hotel 3* Toulon

All the provence and Cote d’azur 
in one catalog
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Provenza verde Waterfalls and fishing lake carces &abbaye of Thoronet

65,00   
3* half board

extras
✓ Lunch basket 13€
✓ Entrance abbaye Thoronet
✓ 9,50 €

Breakfast at the hotel. Walk to the Caramy waterfalls in Carcès between the village and the
lake of Carcès A walk accessible to all. Don't miss the double waterfall. The lake of Carcès is
the favourite place for fishermen. Picnic recommended . A few kilometers away is the state
forest of Cabasse-le Thoronet. This is where the wonderful abbey of Le Thoronet is located,
one of the 3 Cistercian abbeys in the south of France. Return to your hotel in Brignoles after
visiting the abbey. Dinner and overnight in a 3* hotel in Brignoles or (on the St Raphael blue
coast).



Alps of provence EMBRUN @BOAT TRIP ON THE LAKE OF  SERRE PONCON 

€ 77,00
HOTEL 3* half board

extras: 
✓ Boat trip and lunch:50€
✓ Only boat trip :25€

Breakfast at the hotel. The town of Embrun enjoys a charming setting between its lake and
the mountains, an integral part of the Écrins National Park. It is an ancient citadel and
dominates the Durance valley from the top of its gorgeous rock. The old town of Embrun has
a wonderful heritage with a succession of narrow streets lined with colourful houses,
beautiful squares decorated with fountains, vaulted passages and walls decorated with
sundials. The testimony of the past of the ecclesiastical city is omnipresent. Not to be missed
is Notre-Dame-du-Réal Cathedral, with its italian influence dating from the 12th and 13th
centuries, one of the most important religious monuments in the French Alps. Not far from
the cathedral is the Tour Brune, the old tower of the archbishop's palace dating from the 12th
century, which now houses an area dedicated to the Parc National des Écrins.
Discover Serre-Ponçon Lake and its heritage on a boat trip! A playful commented visit with
captain's anecdotes, swimming, visits to hidden coves... and if you wish, have a great lunch on
the riva of the lake ! Hotel in Embrun 2 */3* dinner and night

Green provence
Verdon Canyon

Verdon Canyon- Moustiers Saintes Maries, Lake of Sainte 
Croix, Aiguines

€ 90,00
Hotel 2* half board

extras:
✓ Lunch in restaurant:28€
✓ Lunch basket :13€
✓ Pedalo 9€ 1 hour
✓ Canoe:13€ 1 hour

Breakfast at the hotel. Visit of Moustiers-Sainte marie, classified as the most beautiful village
in France. Two rocky peaks dominate the village crossed by the star of a legendary knight.
Numerous pottery workshops welcome tourists and proudly share their art. Lunch is possible
in a panoramic restaurant in Aiguines, a small village with an exceptional view on the lake of
Sainte Croix. Visit of the wood turning museum (only in July and August). Explore the
surroundings of the lake , time for relaxation . We propose various water activities such as
canoeing or electric boat. From the top of the Aturby bridge at 182 meters, enjoy the show
of the bunjee jumping (with reservation). Hotel 2*with spa . Dinner and night

Alps of Provence One night in the trees house - Barcelonette

€ 150,00
Trees house for 2 o 3 o 4 

persons

extras:
✓ Plateau Gourmand choice

of appetizers 53€ for 2 
persons

You will cross the beautiful valley of Ubaye to reach the jungle park and live a fantastic
experience: Sleeping in the trees!! the joy of getting in direct contact with nature to taste the
pleasures of an exile in the forest. You can also participate in acrobatic courses, slide on the
zip line in the trees with security supervised by professionals. Barcelonette is the most
Mexican land in France and has a history that links it to Mexico, home to almost 3000 of its
children left over to make their fortune in the 19th century. For your information, every year
from August 6th to 16th is the Mexican fiesta and from October 29th to 31st is the "fiesta de
los Muertos", the biggest celebration in Mexico, an event not to be missed if you are in the
region at this time. You can discover the "Cardinalis" clock tower, the charming church of San
Pedro, the shops and the sumptuous Mexican houses.
Accommodation in the trees (a cabana tent)
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Alps of Provence Citadel of Sisteron – animals park

€ 108,00
Hotel 3* half board

Includes
✓ Entrance to the citadel
✓ Transfer with train to

citadel
✓ lunch in restaurant

Breakfast at the hotel. The first thing you see when you arrive in Sisteron, is its citadel at 500
m altitude, which dominates the city of Sisteron, located in a passage between the Dauphiné
and the rivers Provence and Durance. Built on a rocky spur with its fortifications, the citadel of
Vauban was a strategic place on the road leading from the Alps to the Mediterranean.
Classified as a historical monument, it is the city centre that you will visit. The ascent is
planned by a small train. The view is great over the huge balsam rock, which alone is worth a
visit to Sisteron.
Walk in old Sisteron. Visit of an artisan brewery of organic beers brewed with love by
enthusiasts. Free visit to the Gallo-Roman museum and the Notre Dame des Pommiers
cathedral. Lunch in a restaurant.
Included the visit to an animal park located in the Monges massif, near Sisteron. You will be
able to find in semi-freedom about twenty species like the Sika deer, fallow deer, wild boar,
chamois, marmot, mouflon or roe deer. Hotel 2/3* Embrun or Sisteron - Dinner and night.



Provence Camargue Cruise on barge with lunch  Aigues Mortes 
Touristic train in the salty mountains & wine tasting

€ 65
Hotel 3* half board

extras: 
✓ Touristic train :10€
✓ Wine tasting :5€
✓ Cruise /barge with lunch:37€
✓ Only cruise:13€

Breakfast at the hotel. The day starts in Aigues mortes, the quiet little town is surrounded by
magnificent walls and the tower of constancy. Small train through the salt mountains (camels)
of the salins du midi, and unusual included the wine tasting of the Listel sand vineyards. Aigues
mortes is also the habitat of the pink flamingos. A great day ahead! You cannot visit Aigues
Mortes without a cruise on board a barge with a typical Camargue lunch specially prepared for
this purpose. Discover the cultivation of rice, sagne and salt of the Camargue.
Hotel 3* Arles. Dinner and night

Provence camargue Saintes Marie de la Mer @Fun in factory

€ 65,00
Hotel 3* half board

Extras: 
✓ Lunch and visit a factory of

Bulls and horses:51€
✓ Bicycle ½ day :13
✓ Horse riding 1 hour :22€

Breakfast at the hotel. The village of Les Saintes Maries de la Mer, a land of welcome, tradition
and pilgrimage, is built between the sky and the sea, where the Rhone river embraces the
Mediterranean. Relaxing day by bike or on horseback, beach, walk through the streets of the
village and visit the church of Saint Sara. Lunch at a horse and bull farm. Welcome by the herd
Presentation of the herd by the riders on horseback.
Marking of an Anoube with a hot iron "LA FERRADE" Explanation of our customs and traditions
and guardianship games. Explanation of the Camargue horse and its saddle. Visit of the farm
and the man in the cart. Followed by an aperitif with a kir with white wine, Camargue bull
sausage, mussels, local olives, chips and a CAMARGUE MEAL (starter + main dish + cheese +
dessert + coffee and sand wine). Hotel 3* Arles. Dinner in hotel or restaurant

Provence marseille Marseille the oldest town of Mediterranee& Martigues     

€ 60,00
Hotel 3*half board

extras:
✓ Bouillabaisse:40€
✓ Lunch buffet :28€

Breakfast at the hotel. Walking around the Old Port early in the morning is a ritual for all the
people of Marseille. We like to come and immerse ourselves in the typical atmosphere of the
fish market when the fishermen return from their trip at sea... the Old Port fish market is
one of the last witnesses of Marseille's folklore. The fishermen's accent will take you to
Fernandel's most mythical films. It's time to photograph the faces sculpted by the sun.
Admire the lace facades of the Mucem museum; a visit to Notre dame de la garde " la Bonne
Mère des marseillais" is a must see.
And here we are sitting in front of the sea in front of the famous bouillabaisse drinking a
glass of white wine. In the afternoon we go to Martigues, nicknamed the Venice of Provence
because of the many canals that run through the city. Afternoon relaxation on the beach of
Verdon or (our favorite) the small beach of Sainte Croix. Rich in numerous preserved sites,
Martigues will seduce the lovers of an authentic Provencal nature. Many events animate the
Martians in the evening, as well as the night markets. Hotel 3* in Marseille. Dinner

Provence Castle & show at les Baux de Provence    

€ 65,00
Hotel3* half board

extras:
✓ Château des Baux + Carrières

des Lumières:18,50€
✓ restaurant provence:28€

Breakfast at the hotel. Direction les Baux de Provence ,the most beautiful village of the
Provencal Alpilles. You will be surprised by the ruins of the castle where the catapults,
cannons and other weapons of war are exposed. The visit of the "Carrières de lumière" is
recommended, with a 3 dimensional show with music on art related themes. This year Dalí
and Gaudí are in the spotlight.
Visit of an old oil mill in the Alpilles. Possible lunch in a restaurant. In the evening, possibility
to attend an evening at the gipsy village "Chez Chico et les Gypsies" (reservation on request
according to the village program). Hotel 3* Arles and dinner
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Provence Camargue  Van Gogh &Arles

€65,00
3* half board

Audioguides with api

extras:
✓ Lunch in St. Rémy 21€

Breakfast at the hotel. Arles is not only a Roman city with its sand, amphitheatre and vestiges
of the time, but it is also closely linked to Van Gogh. During his stay in Arles, between 1888
and May 1989, the painter made about 300 drawings and paintings. Arles has marked out a
route in the footsteps of Vincent Van Gogh, to be followed all year round! In the city, the
places where the artist installed his easel are indicated by signs that show each of his
paintings. About ten places have been identified on the route. You will leave Arles to follow
the artist's steps in Saint Remy de Provence. Lunch at a restaurant in the village square. You
will arrive at the monastery of Saint Paul de Mausoleum where Van Gogh was hospitalized. At
that time, the monks took care of those who had the misfortune of falling into insanity.
Despite his depressed state, he painted a series of his most famous works there. Walk in Saint
Remy de Provence, possibility to visit the site and the oppidum of Glanum. Hotel 3* Arles and
restaurant

Discover the calanques of Cassis ….



Provence/Luberon Romantic Gordes – ochres of Roussillon-Caves  Bruoux

€ 66,00
Hotel 3* half board

extras
✓ Abbay ofSénanque 9,50€
✓ Village of bories:6€
✓ lunch Gordes :22€
✓ Caves of Broux :10€

Breakfast at the hotel. Morning departure to discover Gordes, voted one of the most
beautiful in France. Visit of the Cistercian abbey of Sénanque, located in a lavender garden.
For the walkers, visit of the Borgias, dry stone houses of the country which house the tools
and other utensils of our ancestors. Provencal lunch in Gordes. In the afternoon visit of the
village of Roussillon, nicknamed the Colorado of the South, for the color of its ochres and its
red and yellow houses. Possible visit of the mines of Bruoux, dizzying cliffs with striking colors
and gigantic labyrinths of underground galleries, monumental vestiges of the glory years of the
industry of the ocrière. Hotel 3* Aix en Provence or surroundings . Dinner.

Provence/Luberon Charming villages of the provence 1  

€ 66,00
3* half board

extars
✓ Lavender distillery :7€
✓ Lunch in restaurant25€

Breakfast at the hotel. It is in the middle of vineyards, olive and almond trees that you will find
the village of Lourmarin, labelled as "one of the most beautiful villages in France", where
Albert Camus lived. Walk through the narrow, winding streets, lined with beautiful old houses
and shady squares. Then you will discover the market of Apt, which occupies the whole of the
old town. The big and famous Provencal market takes place every Saturday morning. Today it
is classified as an exceptional market among 100 markets in France for its atmosphere and
authenticity. A place for exchanges and encounters, you can find all kinds of products, local
and artisanal, on the colorful stands. The visit of a lavender distillery is possible. Possibility of
lunch in an auberge . In the afternoon, you will visit Simiane la Rotonde, a village situated
between Forcalquier and the Luberon massif. Dominated by the medieval castle rotunda, the
old village, with its flower-lined cobbled streets and beautiful houses, its art and craft
workshops, and its picturesque 16th century covered market offering a beautiful view of the
landscape, is a great place to stroll. Hotel 3* zone Aix en Provence

Provence /Luberon Avignon – Ile sur la Sorgue – Fontaine de Vaucluse

€ 68,00
3*hotel half board

extras
✓ Boat trip 14€
✓ Lunch restaurant avignon

20€  

Breakfast at the hotel. Avignon is certainly the most beautiful city in Provence. To discover it all
seen from the Rhone, embark on a one hour cruise that will take you near the famous Avignon
bridge and the Palace of the Popes, and then to Villeneuve lez Avignon.
After lunch at Place de l'horloge, head to L'Isle sur la Sorgue, nicknamed the Venice of
Provence, famous for its quality antique markets. The city is surrounded by a white water ditch,
where fishermen built huts on stilts. Today they are canals lined with antique shops, large paper
wheels and 12th century silk mills.
At the end of the afternoon aperitif, rest in Fontaine de Vaucluse, where the largest natural
spring in Europe springs from the village crossed by the river Sorgue. The village, full of cafés
and shops, is located on the river bank and is very popular in summer. 3* hotel in Avignon -
dinner and hotel accommodation

Provence CARPENTRAS – WAVEISLAND PARK

€ 65,00
3* half board

extras
✓ Lunch basket :13
✓ Wave island park :29,90 € or

16,90 after 4,00pm

Breakfast at the hotel. You will discover the oldest synagogue in France, the old bishop's palace,
the Saint Siffrein cathedral and if you visit Carpentras on Fridays the picturesque Provencal
market. Possible picnic on the banks of the Auzon river, a stone's throw from the city centre,
this place is one of the natural treasures of Carpentras and the meeting place of fishermen, a
fitness track, the ideal walk to air your lungs.
At 4pm, join the Wave Island water park, which has over 19 attractions for the enjoyment of
young and old alike. Return to your hotel - dinner and night in a 3* hotel in Bollène or Avignon
or Orange

Provence Avignon – Cruise w/lunch to Chateauneuf du Pape   

€ 68,00
Hotel 3* half board

Suplementos:
✓ Wine cruise to Chateauneuf du 

pape 71€

Breakfast at the hotel. Visit of Avignon, a monumental architectural ensemble with its fortress,
its majestic papal city, the cathedral of Doms and the fort of Saint André. Discover the famous
medieval bridge of Avignon, which cradled our childhood. Today only ruins remain of this
vestige with 4 arches spanning the Rhone and a small chapel dedicated to Saint Nicolas.
After the visit, take a panoramic boat up the Rhone valley towards Chateauneuf du Pape. Lunch
on board, you will arrive at the lock and see the castle of Montfaucon overlooking the
vineyards. Hotel 3* Avignon accommodation

** (boat trip to Chateauneuf du Pape only on Thursday and Saturday).

www.ludostravel.com

Provence Nimes roman city – Rafting in Pont du Gard 

€ 68,00
Hotel 3*half board

extras
✓ Amfitheater 10€

lunch restaurant  20€ 
✓ Canyoning 2 hours : 26€

Breakfast at the hotel. To start this day rich in discovery, take the time to have breakfast at your
hotel. Then immerse yourself in the heart of the 1st century with a visit to the best preserved
amphitheatre in the world. Runners, concerts and shows take place today in this mythical place!
Finally, relive this Roman era thanks to the multimedia space "The Gladiator's Quarter".
Discover a Roman temple "the square house" and the Castellum from where the water of the
Gard bridge flowed. Possible lunch in an authentic Italian restaurant.
Between the land and the river, the Pont du Gard opens the doors of its exceptional site... A
magical setting that houses one of the largest ancient monuments in the south of France. This
Roman aqueduct with three levels served to bring water to Nimes
for the more sporty canoe trip for 2 hours. Dazzling route to the Pont du Gard 8 kms. obligatory
pass under the Pont du Gard Hotel 3* Nimes and dinner



Provenza Suze la rousse –factory of crocodiles-Lake de Pignoré
Nice day w/children

€ 79,50
Hotel 3* half board

Includinf factory crocodiles

extras:
✓ Snack or lunch basket :13€

Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from your hotel in direction of Pierrelatte for the visit of the
crocodile farm. We recommend a short stop at the castle of Suze la rousse. Built on a rocky
promontory, the medieval fortress of Suze-la-Rousse is a spectacular military structure
protected by towers and a wall. The austerity of the external defences, which dominate the
fortified village, is contrasted by the Renaissance facades of the courtyard of honour. When you
arrive at the crocodile farm you will avoid the line with our reserve. In the heart of the tropical
jungle, you will be able to meet animals, feed them, theme animations, documentaries,
participatory games, stories, creative leisure activities... discover all the secrets of the
exceptional crocodiles in a playful and educational way! Snack formula in the park. Join the Lake
Pignedoré in Pierrelatte... a good way to refresh yourself after the visit of the Crocodile Farm.
You can also entertain your children thanks to the many facilities: a 2.5 km cycle track (don't
forget your skates!), a pedestrian track (2.9 km), a skatepark, a windsurfing area, children's
games...
Hotel *** night and dinner. Avignon or Bollène or Orange

www.ludostravel.com

CONDITIONS OF RESERVATION

The prices include :
Accommodation in hotel 3* per person, based on a double room equipped with bath or shower and toilet.
Breakfast and dinner 3 courses menu
The LUDO'S TRAVEL phone line with the emergency number.

Prices do not include:
drinks (including carafe water in some countries) and extras with meals (unless otherwise stated);
single room supplement
City taxes
in general, any service with the mention "This price includes".

Cancellation by the organizer:
We reserve the right to cancel a trip based on the following objective elements:
in the event of exceptional and unavoidable circumstances at the destination or in the immediate vicinity, linked in particular to a local 
risk situation (safety of participants, politics, health, weather conditions, natural disaster...) ;
in case of force majeure;
in the event of refusal or failure to obtain the necessary documents or authorisations allowing entry into a country;
if for any reason beyond our control (health, strike, weather conditions...) we cannot guarantee the stay Ludo's travel reserves the right to 
cancel the reservation and propose a postponement or a refund without further compensation;
Given the particular nature of these trips, the participant must be aware that he/she may incur the risks inherent in hiking and activities 
in the natural environment, in the altitude and its sometimes important and rapid variations. If circumstances require the cancellation of 
a sports activity and the service provider agrees to reimburse the service, Ludo's travel agrees to reimburse or postpone or compensate 
this service.
Cancellation by the participant : 
Cancellation will be taken into account as soon as the participant contacts LUDO'S TRAVEL either by :

certified mail with acknowledgement of receipt. The date chosen to define the cancellation period giving rise to penalties (administrative 
fees, cancellation fees) will be that of the presentation of the letter ;
e-mail. A personal acknowledgement of receipt must be obtained as proof that LUDO'S TRAVEL has taken the cancellation into account;
directly from the agency with your registration form.
No refund will be made if the participant does not show up at the times and places mentioned in his or her booking. In case of 
interruption of the stay, unused services will not give right to any compensatory refund.
In case of interruption of the stay, the unused services do not give right to any compensatory refund.
Optional insurances: Assistance, Cancellation, Repatriation: contract on request.
Cancellation conditions
Special covid 19 : cancellation free of charge up to 7 days before departure 
From 30 to 6 days before departure: 30.00 euros per person 
Less than 6 days before departure: 50% of the cost of the trip
Less than 2 days before departure: 100% of the cost of the trip 

Sanremo – Italy ITALIAN RIVIERA & SANREMO

€ 65,00
3* hotel half board

Extras:
✓ Lunch in  Sanremo 25€  
✓ Bicycle ½ day 12€  

Día de la Dolce vita on the Italian Riviera with the discovery of Sanremo, a flowery city known

for its song festival, the Saturday imitation market, its elegant Italian style shops. A bike ride to

the marina where you can try the specialty "seafood pasta" of San Remo. Visit Seborga, an

independent Italian principality in the interior of Liguria. Its resemblance to Provencal villages is

striking. The currency is the Luigino, and the national holiday is different from that of Italy.

Advertising or real history? It's up to you to discover its enigma and its people. Hotel *** in Nice

or Sanremo and dinner


